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Applications for constrained embedded systems require careful attention to the
match between the application and the support offered by an architecture, at the
ISA and microarchitecture levels. Generic processors, such as ARM and Power PC,
are inexpensive, but with respect to a given application, they often overprovision
in areas that are unimportant for the application’s performance. Moreover, while
application-speciﬁc, customized logic could dramatically improve the performance
of an application, that approach is typically too expensive to justify its cost for most
applications. In this paper, we describe our experience using reconﬁgurable architectures to develop an understanding of an application’s performance and to enhance
its performance with respect to customized, constrained logic. We begin with a standard ISA currently in use for embedded systems. We modify its core to measure performance characteristics, obtaining a system that provides cycle-accurate timings
and presents results in the style of gprof, but with absolutely no software overhead.
We then provide cache-behavior statistics that are typically unavailable in a generic
processor. In contrast with simulation, our approach executes the program at full
speed and delivers statistics based on the actual behavior of the cache subsystem.
Finally, in response to the performance proﬁle developed on our platform, we eval-
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uate various uses of the FPGA-realized instruction and data caches in terms of the
application’s performance.
KEY WORDS: Reconﬁgurable; architecture; performance; cycle-accurate hardware proﬁling.

1. INTRODUCTION
Embedded applications are held to a higher standard than desktop applications along a number of dimensions. Not only must the functionality of
the application be correct, it often must meet strict time constraints and
function with restrictive resource limitations (e.g., power, memory), Conversely, the hardware systems used to execute embedded applications are
often dedicated to that particular application, alleviating the need to be as
general purpose as desktop systems. As a result, there has been signiﬁcant
interest in the ability to build custom hardware platforms for which the
design of the hardware is closely matched to the needs of the application.
When one takes this notion to its extreme, one can develop an
Application-Specif ic I ntegrated Circuit (ASIC) that is highly optimized
for a particular application. The downside of this approach, however, is that
the development cost is prohibitive for all but very high-volume applications.
When ASIC development is inappropriate, developers of embedded
systems have a number of options. First, there are many off-the-shelf processors that have been optimized for embedded applications. The challenge
is making an appropriate choice among a large number of alternatives.
Second, an off-the-shelf processor (or processor core) can be paired with
a custom logic co-processor, constructed using either ASIC or FieldProgrammable Gate Array (FPGA) technology. The co-processor then executes some fraction of the embedded application.(5,11,26,41,47) This further
expands the candidate set of execution platforms. Third, there are a number of processors available now that can be at least partially conﬁgured at
the architectural level, such as Tensilica(52) and ARC(3) . While the systems
from ARC are conﬁgurable at fabrication time, Stretch(50) makes the Tensilica processor reconﬁgurable at execution time through the use of FPGA
technology on the chip. Academic research into these types of systems is
also an active area of investigation.(17,25,29,38)
While the options for hardware platforms that enable the execution
of embedded applications have grown, the appropriate choice of platform
conﬁguration for a given application is difﬁcult. This is at least partially
due to the fact that computer system performance evaluation is a difﬁcult
task. Analytic performance models are plagued by inaccuracy, and simulation performance models often require excessive execution times. Direct
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measurements can be impossible if the relevant microarchitecture performance details (caches, pipelines) are hidden. Where such performance
information is available, the instrumentation inserted into the application
to enable the measurement can impact the property under study.
Our benchmark application is Stage 1 of the BLASTN algorithm
described in Section 2. The string comparisons of that stage are best
implemented via hashing,(14,19) and the size of that hash table is important
to the storage footprint and execution performance of the entire application. The novelty of our approach is that we consider not only the hashtable size as a parameter of interest for an embedded system, but also
microarchitecture features, which we can vary as described in this paper.
The result is a more holistic approach to footprint and performance that
includes not only the requisite memory (in our case, SRAM) but also the
area of the microarchitecture subsystems (in our case, cache). The goal
is to separate those features that provide reasonable performance for our
application from features that are only considered useful in general.
In this paper we present tools and techniques that leverage reconﬁgurable hardware to obtain very precise measurements of the performance
of an embedded system on a sample application (BLASTN, as described
in Section 2). Section 3 describes the reconﬁgurable platform that is the
vehicle for the research and experiments reported in this paper. In Section 4, we illustrate our approach for collecting statistics by showing how
to collect timing information using an FPGA-deployed circuit; here we
extend recent work(45) on using reconﬁgurable architectures for proﬁling.
Our approach does not instrument software at all, but relies instead on
reconﬁgurable hardware and replicated logic to monitor the cycles spent in
each code segment of interest. In Section 5, we extend this work to measure the performance of an on-chip cache, the characteristics of which are
otherwise beyond measurement on a standard processor, except through
simulation. We then examine various cache conﬁgurations for our particular benchmark, using our platform to conduct expeditiously those experiments necessary for determining a reasonable conﬁguration in terms of
footprint and performance. We summarize related work in Section 6 and
offer conclusions in Section 7.
2. THE BLASTN ALGORITHM
Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)(1) programs are the most
widely employed set of software tools for comparing genetic material.
They are used to search large databases in computational biology for optimal local alignments to a query. BLASTN (“N” for nucleotide) is a variant
of BLAST used to compare DNA sequences. A DNA sequence is a string
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Fig. 1.

Pipeline stages of the BLASTN algorithm.

of characters (bases), with each base drawn from the 4-symbol alphabet
{A,C,T,G}.
BLASTN is classically implemented as a three-stage pipeline, where
each stage performs progressively more intensive work over a decreasing
volume of data (Fig. 1):
•

•

•

Stage 1 ﬁnds word match of length-w strings in the query and database. The query string is divided into Qi − w + 1 strings (w -mers),
each containing w bases, where Qi is the length of the query. Each
w -mer from the database is compared with the query.
Stage 2 extends each successful match from stage 1 by attempting
to increase the length of the match left and right allowing character
substitution.
Stage 3 further extends the matches from stage 2, by allowing insertion (and deletion) of gaps (unmatched material) in the database
and the query.

We analyze the performance of an open-address, double-hashing scheme to
determine word matches as in stage 1 of BLASTN. We use a synthetically
generated database and query containing only bases from {A, C, T, G} for
our experiments. In our experiments the bases were generated within the
program, using random number generators. For the purposes of these
experiments, we used a word size (w ) of 11, which is also the default value
of w used by the ﬂavor of BLASTN that is distributed by the National
Center for Biological Information (NCBI).
3. APPROACH
The Liquid architecture system was implemented as an extensible hardware module on the Field-programmable Port Extender (FPX) platform.(35)
The FPX platform, developed by Washington University’s Reconﬁgurable
Network Group,(36) provides an environment where a circuit implemented
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in FPGA hardware can be interfaced with Static Random-Access Memory
(SRAM), Synchronous Dynamic Random-Access Memory (SDRAM), and
high speed network interfaces. Hardware modules on the FPX can use some
or all of a large Xilinx Virtex XCV2000E FPGA to implement a logic function.(28) By using the FPX platform, resulting hardware modules can be
rapidly implemented, deployed and tested with live data.(34) The FPX platform has been used to implement several types of systems that use the
FPGA hardware to perform network security at high speeds,(37) content
scanning,(15) and high-level protocol processing.(43) The Liquid architecture
system developed for this work leverages the underlying FPX platform to
allow future research in evaluating extensions of the LEON processor and
remote control of experiments via the Internet.
The major goal of our project is to measure and improve application
performance, by providing an easily and efﬁciently reconﬁgurable architecture along with software support to expedite its use. We have gathered or
developed the components described next.
3.1. Liquid Processor Module
Figure 2 shows the high level architecture of the Liquid processor
module. To interconnect the hardware to the Internet, the logic within
the module was ﬁt within the Layered Protocol wrappers.(9) The wrappers
properly format incoming and outgoing data as User Datagram Protocol/Internet Protocol (UDP/IP) network packets. A Control Packet Processor (CPP) routes Internet trafﬁc that contains LEON speciﬁc packets
(command codes) to the LEON controller (leon ctrl).The leon ctrl entity
uses these command codes to direct the LEON processor (Restart, Exe-
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Fig. 2.

High-level architecture of the Liquid processor system.
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cute) and to read and write the contents of the external memory that the
LEON processor uses for instruction and data storage. Finally, the Message Generator is used to send IP packets in response to receiving a subset
of the command codes (e.g. Read Memory, LEON status).

3.2. LEON Processor System
Figure 2 also illustrates some of the main components of the LEON
processor base system,(20) currently used by the European Space Agency
for embedded systems development. As can be seen in Figure 2, the
LEON processor system provides a fairly sophisticated computer architecture model. It has many features, such as instruction and data caches, the
full SPARC V8 instruction set, and separate buses for high-speed memory
access and low-speed peripheral control.
For inclusion in the Liquid processor system, it was necessary to modify
portions of the LEON processor system to interface with the FPX platform.
One such modiﬁcation was to change the Boot ROM, such that the LEON
processor begins execution of user code using the FPX platform’s RAM.
All other components necessary to implement the interface between
the LEON processor system, RAM, and user were implemented outside of
the base LEON processor system.
3.3. Memory Interface
The LEON processor comes packaged with a complete memory interface.(32) This includes a programmable ROM, SRAM, SDRAM, and
memory-mapped IO devices. The LEON processor uses the Advanced
Microcontroller Bus Architecture (AMBA) to connect the processor core
to its peripheral devices.(2) The memory controller, which comes as part
of the LEON package, acts as a slave on the AMBA High-Performance
Bus (AHB) and decodes a 2 GB address space. As mentioned earlier we
are currently using only the SRAM for our experiments. Accesses to this
2 MByte memory are always done for a 32-bit word. A read takes 4 clock
cycles to complete, whereas writes can happen on every clock cycle, when
there is no immediate read after the write.
3.4. Cross Compiler and Control Software
We use LEOX 1.0.18, a LEON toolbox opensource distribution.(33) A
memory map is extracted from the C program and supplied to the loader
in our batch ﬁle.
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The web-based control software provides an interface to load compiled instructions over the Internet into LEON’s memory. The different
components of the control software system are shown in Fig. 3.
When users submit a request from the web interface, the request is
received by a Java servlet running on an Apache Tomcat server. The servlet creates UDP (IP) control packets and sends them to the Liquid processor module, at a speciﬁed destination IP and port. It then waits for a
response and handles the display of the response. It is also responsible for
error handling during transmission.
The commands currently supported by control software are:
•
•
•
•

•

•

LEON status – to check if LEON has started up
Load program – to load a program into memory, at a speciﬁc
address
Start LEON – to instruct LEON to execute the program that has
been loaded into memory at a given address
Read memory – to read a speciﬁed number of bytes at a given
address. This can be used to verify the program that was loaded,
or to read the results of a program which writes results to
memory
Get statistics – to get program execution time (number of hardware
clock cycles), cache statistics (number of cache reads, writes, hits,
misses), etc.
Reset LEON – to reset LEON

Fig. 3.

Control software tool chain.
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3.5. LEON Processor Implementation on FPX
In integrating the LEON processor into the FPX, two main issues
were addressed:
•
•

Deﬁning the location in main memory where the LEON processor
should begin execution of user code
Arbitrating access to memory between the LEON processor and the
web interface

The start of execution location in memory for the LEON processor was
deﬁned by modifying the LEON processor’s Boot ROM. In our implementation, programs are sent to the FPX via UDP packets, then written
directly to main memory (SRAM) .
To indicate to the LEON processor that a valid program is in its main
memory, where this program is located, and when to start execution, the
following was done:
•

•

We modiﬁed the default Boot ROM: instead of waiting for a UART
event, we poll a speciﬁed main memory location (0x40000000), as
shown in Fig. 4.
We deployed an external circuit between the LEON processor system and main memory that can disconnect the LEON processor
from main memory (i.e. always drive zeros on the LEON processor’s data bus), as shown in Fig. 5.

The above ROM modiﬁcation and external circuitry work together as
follows in order to appropriately direct the LEON processor. The external
circuitry monitors the LEON processor’s progress through its Boot ROM,
by probing LEON’s address and data bus. Once it detects that the LEON
processor is about to enter its main memory polling routine, it disconnects
LEON from main memory until it ﬁnds a non-zero value at address location 0x40000000. While the LEON processor is disconnected from main
memory, the external circuitry allows the user to load a program and store
that program’s starting address at location 0x40000000. Finally, the external circuitry reconnects the LEON processor to main memory. Once the
polling routine reads the non-zero value at location 0x4000000, it jumps to
this memory location and begins execution of the user’s program. The last
instruction in the user’s program instructs the LEON processor to jump
back to its polling loop. On detection of the LEON processor returning
to its polling routine, the external circuitry disconnects the LEON processor from main memory until a new program is loaded into main memory,
or the user sends a command to re-execute a program already loaded in
main memory.
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4. CYCLE-ACCURATE PROFILING
To improve the performance of an application, one must ﬁrst determine where the valuable resources are being spent. If time is the metric
of interest, then a common approach is to obtain measurements of execution time within each method of the application. Tools such as gprof
instrument the application to read a system timer at each method’s entry
and exit. Introduction of time-measuring code at the software level has the
following disadvantages:
•

•

The very act of introducing the code to measure and accumulate
the timings can perturb the code, resulting in timings that are inaccurate and perhaps misleading. For example, the timing code is
deployed as instructions in the application, and thus occupies space
in the instruction cache. This can change the program’s I-cache
behavior when timing measurements are taken.
Interaction with the system timer can take hundreds of cycles.
Thus, to obtain accurate timing of the application code, the timing measurements must account for their own overhead. However,
interactions of the timing code with the microarchitecture can cause
variations in that overhead. For long-running methods, this may
not be an issue, but if timing is performed on very short segments
of code, small differences in the timing overhead can translate into
large errors in the adjusted observations.

When applied to our BLASTN benchmark, our approach yields the
timing results summarized in Fig. 6. In summary, we are able to measure the time spent per method, using our reconﬁgurable platform without
introducing any new instructions into the application. The proﬁling runs
can execute at full speed, without any additional overheads.
5. CACHE BEHAVIOR
The results from Section 4 show that over half of our BLASTN (word
matching) kernel’s execution time is spent in the coreLoop and findMatch
methods. Based on our knowledge of this application, we next evaluate the
application’s performance with regard to the memory-subsystem behavior.
In particular, we are concerned about the application’s cache performance
within the two methods of interest.
While most commercially available processors contain on-chip cache,
performance statistics for the cache are not typically exported from the
chip. Therefore, it is not possible to obtain cache-performance information on such processors simply by instrumenting the software. Application
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Cycle-accurate timing results for BLAST.

developers must currently turn to simulation to understand their application’s cache behavior; simulation of a processor’s cache has the following
disadvantages:
•

•

Simulation is much slower than direct execution. As a result, developers must often be satisﬁed with full simulation of only a small
fraction of the program’s storage references. Moreover, the simulation typically excludes operating system code and other artifacts
that affect a program’s performance on an actual system. From our
experience using SimpleScalar to obtain detailed performance numbers (such as cache behavior), we have observed more than an order
of magnitude increase in completion times.
Memoization can improve simulation by an order of magnitude,(42) and approaches that simulate applications by sampling
their phases(46) can offer relief. However, direct execution on the
FPGA offers even greater performance and runs an application to
completion.
Simulation is based on an understanding of how the processor’s
cache behaves under various conditions. For sophisticated cache
systems, there can be implementation details that are difﬁcult to
replicate accurately in the simulation. Unless the processor’s relevant logic is faithfully simulated, the results will be inconsistent
with the actual hardware implementation. Moreover, the documentation accompanying processors is often inaccurate concerning the
details of the chip’s behavior.
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Cache signals extracted from LEON.

Owing to the ﬂexibility of our reconﬁgurable platform, we next describe
an approach that measures cache behavior precisely and at full speed.
Figure 7 shows signals within LEON that are relevant to the cache subsystem. The top signal is the system clock. The next four signals are the writes
(hits and then misses) and the reads (hits and then misses). We obtained
these signals by modifying LEON’s VDHL to set the signal at appropriate
points in the cache subsystem code. These signals are placed on our Event
Monitoring Bus; based on the current program counter, the results are accumulated per-method as described in Section 4. The bottom four signals show
the accumulation of counts, based on the four signals above.
5.1. Results for Our Benchmark
LEON’s cache microarchitecture is parameterized so that the cache’s
line size, overall size, and set associativity can be easily selected at conﬁguration time. We next change these parameters for the D- and I-caches and
evaluate the cost (in terms of the area occupied by the synthesized bitﬁle)
and performance improvement for the BLASTN benchmark.
To understand how its performance might scale, we varied the size of
our benchmark’s hash table as follows:
•
•

32 KB – storing 2500 11-mers into this hash table
128 KB – storing 10,000 11-mers into this hash table

Our application accesses the hash table based on a random sequence of
DNA queries. As described in Section 2, a w-mer is a string of DNA
that is w bases (characters) long, with each base drawn from a 4-symbol
alphabet. Thus, a w-mer occupies 2w bits of storage. The experiments
below are characterized and labelled by the hash-table size.
In its smallest conﬁguration, LEON offers a 1 KB I-cache and a 1 KB
D-cache, with both caches mapped directly. From this base conﬁguration,
we explore the merits of the following:
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Fig. 8.

Time to run our application on a Pentium, on our reconﬁgurable platform, and on
a (software)simulator to obtain cache-usage statistics.

•

Increasing the I-cache to 4 KB
Increasing the D-cache to 32 KB
Increasing the ﬂexibility of mapping the D-cache to 2-way set associative

•
•

Before presenting our performance results, we examine the time taken to
obtain these results. A single run, where we searched through a 100 Mbase
database to ﬁnd matches to a 10,000 base query, takes 30 min to evaluate a
given cache conﬁguration on our reconﬁgurable platform, which is currently
clocked at 25 MHz. While this clock rate is well below the rate available on
today’s stock architectures, those architectures cannot provide our results
without disturbing at least the program’s instruction stream. Moreover, the
number of cache misses and hits is not affected by the clock speed.
If we instead tried to obtain these results through simulation using
SimpleScalar, then each run would take nearly a day to complete. Figure 8
illustrates this point quantitatively.3
Turning to our benchmark, Table I shows the number of reads and
writes issued by our application at each of its hash-table sizes. In all of
3 For

the Pentium, we used a Pentium 4, 2.6 GHz Processor with 512 KB cache and
768 MB of RAM. The simulation is an extrapolation based on runs using a smaller database of 1 million bases, which completed in ∼13 min.
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Table I.

Benchmark Statistics

32 KB table

128 KB table

Methods

Reads

Writes

Reads

Writes

findMatch
coreLoop
Overall

9000000
12606400
32949069

6000000
4260813
15322718

9000000
12614818
33237139

6000000
4261911
15509501

our experiments, the cache’s line size is ﬁxed at 32 bytes; line-size variation is the subject of future work.
For our ﬁrst set of performance results, Table II shows the D-cache
hit rates for various D-cache conﬁgurations. While the I-cache is held constant at 1 KB, results for the smallest and largest direct-mapped D-cache
are shown. The third row in each set shows a 32 KB, 2-way associative
cache. Table II shows that the increase in D-cache size to 32 KB does not
improve the hit rate dramatically for the 128 KB hash table. However, for
the 32 KB hash table, most of the table ﬁts in the D-cache; hence, the
number of misses decreases signiﬁcantly.
While the improvement in D-cache performance is impressive, we also
learned from these runs that the data cache is actually not crucial to this
program’s performance. Given the number of storage operations shown in
Table I and the relatively high (∼90%) hit rate in the (smallest) D-cache,
our application spent on the order of 5% of its execution time in the data
storage subsystem.

Table II.

Benchmark Performance for 1 KB I-cache. D-cache Hit Rates(percentages)
are Shown for Various D-cache Conﬁguration

Conﬁguration
size
32 KB hash table
1 KB
32 KB
32 KB
128 KB hash table
1 KB
32 KB
32 KB

Methods
Assoc

findMatch

coreLoop

Overall

1
1
2

99.2
99.8
99.9

91.2
99.8
99.9

96.3
99.9
99.9

1
1
2

99.1
99.9
99.9

90.8
93.5
94.5

96.0
97.7
98.0
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Further analysis, based on these results, determined that most memory
accesses are apparently for stack-allocated variables, which explains the very
high hit rates seen in the D-cache. Also, misses in cache occur primarily when
accessing the hash table. The latter claim is easily veriﬁed by comparing the
miss rates in the 32 KB D-cache for the 128 KB and 32 KB hash tables.
We next examine the effects of increasing the I-cache from 1 to 4 KB.
Table III shows the speedup obtained by moving to a 4 KB I-cache
for each of the D-cache conﬁgurations. While the effect on coreLoop is
negligible, the performance of findMatch is nearly tripled; moreover, the
overall program’s performance is more than doubled, for each D-cache
conﬁguration, by moving to the 4 KB I-cache.
In summary of our ﬁndings, our platform enabled us to quickly determine that the smallest D-cache (1 KB) with the largest I-cache (4 KB)
yielded an execution time of 25.77 min on the 128 KB hash table. At the
other extreme, a 32 KB D-cache and a 1 KB I-cache took 56.13 min. The
difference in execution time is a factor of 2.17.
We next analyze how the FPGA’s resources are best spent, based
on the results we show above. Table IV compares the area consumed by
the conﬁgurations we tested. For each conﬁguration, the third column
shows the percentage of the FPGA’s logic area that is occupied by the
entire synthesis. The fourth column shows the percentage of the FPGA’s
block RAM that is consumed by all components in the synthesis. Because
the cache entries are implemented in block RAM, there is a substantial increase in block RAM usage when the cache is increased from 1 to
32 KB. Increasing the set-associativity of the data cache has no impact on
the block RAM and only minimal impact (∼5%) on the occupied space.

Table III.

For each D-cache Conﬁguration, the Speedup Resulting from Expanding
the 1 KB I-cache to 4 KB is Shown

Conﬁguration
size
32 KB hash table
1 KB
32 KB
32 KB
128 KB hash table
1 KB
32 KB
32 KB

Methods

Assoc

findMatch

coreLoop

Overall

1
1
2

3.31
3.33
3.33

1.00
1.00
1.00

2.26
2.31
2.31

1
1
2

3.19
3.21
3.21

1.00
1.00
1.00

2.19
2.47
2.21
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Table IV.

Size

Resources Consumed by Various Cache Conﬁgurations
Associativity

Logic

Block Ram

1
1
2

45%
45%
50%

28%
71%
71%

7
1
2

46%
46%
51%

32%
75%
75%

1 KB I-cache
1 KB
32 KB
32 KB
4 KB I-cache
1 KB
32 KB
32 KB

Based on the performance numbers shown in Table II, increase in
cache size is strongly correlated with cache performance for the benchmark when it uses the smaller hash table. Given the marked increase in
block RAM usage, and assuming there may be other uses to which that
block RAM could be dedicated, it is possible that a smaller D-cache (of
4 or 8 KB) should be tried with higher set-associativity, since the impact
on logic space would be fairly minimal.
When Table III is taken into account, it is clear that the best investment of space in terms of performance is the increased I-cache. The larger
I-cache causes a modest increase in the logic space (∼1%), uses ∼4% more
block RAM, but cuts the runtime by more than half. On the other hand,
expansion of the D-cache consumes about the same amount of block
RAM but cuts the execution time by only 5%.
6. RELATED WORK
6.1. Heuristic Approaches for Performance Modeling and
Measurement
The performance modeling approach that yields estimates quickest is
analytical models, often derived directly from the source code. Examples
of this include: Ref. 8, which describes an approach for the analytical
modeling of runtime, idealized to the extent that cache behavior is not
included; and Ref. 51, a classic paper on estimating software performance
in a codesign environment, which reports accuracy of about ±20%.
Due to the simplifying assumptions that are necessary to yield tractable results, analytic models are notorious for giving inaccurate performance
predictions. Moreover, application models often require sophisticated knowledge of the application itself. By contrast, simulation and the direct execution
we propose are both “black box” approaches.
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The method normally used to improve accuracy beyond modeling
is simulation. Simulation toolsets commonly used in academia include:
SimpleScalar,(6) IMPACT,(12) and SimOS.(40)
Given the long runtimes associated with simulation modeling, it is
common practice to limit the simulation execution to only a single application run, not including the OS and its associated performance impact.
SimOS does support modeling of the OS, but requires the simulation user
manage the time/accuraly tradeoffs inherent in simulating such a large
complex system.
Performance monitoring in a relatively non-intrusive manner using
hardware mechanisms built into the processor is an idea that is supported
on a number of modern systems. Sprunt(49) describes the speciﬁc counters, etc. built into the Pentium 4 for exactly this purpose. In an attempt
to generalize the availability of these resources in a processor-independent
manner, the Performance Application Programmer Interface (PAPI)(10) has
been designed to provide a processor independent access path to the types of event counters built into many modern processors. There are a
number of practical difﬁculties to this approach, however, as described
in Ref. 16. First, since the underlying hardware mechanisms rely on a
software interface, they are not truly non-intrusive. Second, the speciﬁc
semantics of each mechanism is often not well documented by the manufacturer, even to the point where similarly named items on different systems have subtly different meanings. Finally, there are a number of items
of interest, such as cache behavior, that are not available at all via these
mechanisms.
Our work is not the ﬁrst attempt to use the reconﬁgurable nature
of FPGAs to support performance measurements on soft-core processors.
Shannon and Chow(45) have developed SnoopP, a non-intrusive snooping
proﬁler. SnoopP supports the measurement of the number of clock cycles
spent executing speciﬁed code regions. The address ranges that deﬁne code
regions are speciﬁed at synthesis time. Our work differs in that we can
specify address ranges when executing software, which is much more ﬂexible. Further, we provide the ability to monitor additional features of the
system (e.g., cache activity).
Others have used FPGAs as rapid-prototyping platforms to explore
various aspects of a processor’s design, including its performance. Ray and
Hoe(39) have synthesized and executed a superscalar speculative out-oforder core for the integer subset of the SimpleScalar PISA. Simpler systems (more on a par with our approach, complexity-wise) include Refs. 22
and 48.
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6.2. Customization for Improved Performance
There has been signiﬁcant work centered around the idea of customizing a processor for a particular application or application set. A few examples are provided here. Arnold and Corporaal(4) describe techniques for
compilation given the availability of special function units. Atasu et al.(30)
describe the design of instruction set extensions for ﬂexible ISA systems.
Choi et al.(13) examine a constrained application space in their instruction
set extensions for DSP systems. Gschwind(23) uses both scientiﬁc computations as well as Prolog programs as targets for his instruction set extensions.
Gupta et al.(24) developed a compiler that supports performancemodel guided inclusion or exclusion of speciﬁc hardware functional units.
Systems that use exhaustive search for the exploration of the architecture
parameter space are described in Refs. 27,31,44.
Heuristic design space exploration for application-speciﬁc processors is
considered in Ref. 18. Pruning techniques are used to diminish the size of
the necessary search space in order to ﬁnd a Pareto-optimal design solution.
In Ref. 7, the authors use a combination of analytic performance
models and simulation-based performance models to guide the exploration
of the design search space. Here, the speciﬁc application is in the area of
sensor networks. Analytic models are used early, when a large design space
is narrowed down to a “managable set of good designs”, and simulationbased models are used to provide greater detail on the performance of speciﬁc candidate designs.
The AutoTIE system(21) is a development tool from Tensilica, Inc.,
that assists in the instruction set selection for Tensilica processors. This
tool exploits proﬁle data collected from executions of an application on
the base instruction set to guide the inclusion or exclusion of candidate
new instructions.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented our results on using a reconﬁgurable architecture
to evaluate some performance metrics – time and cache hits – for one
modest application. Our results were obtained from direct execution of the
benchmark on a reconﬁgurable architecture, at full speed and with noninvasive (hardware-deployed) assists for measuring and accumulating the statistics. As future work we shall extend this work to obtain statistics related
to other architecture and microarchitecture features, such as instruction
counts, branch-table histories, and pipeline activity.
Of course, our approach of adding proﬁling circuitry can consume
increasing area in the FPGA as the number of events and methods of
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interest grows. We are currently investigating an approach whose area
grows with the number of events and methods actually of interest, rather
than the larger number of potential combinations of events and methods.
Our evaluation of BLASTN revealed that spending extra chip resources
on I-cache was comparably much more effective than spending those same
resources expanding or increasing the set-associativity of the D-cache. Our
evaluation sampled only a fraction of the microarchitecture conﬁgurations
that could be deployed and evaluated. In future work, we seek to explore
and identify efﬁcient conﬁgurations automatically. Generation of all possible combinations is prohibitive; thus, research is needed to explore the
microarchitecture design space intelligently.
As we move from the microarchitecture to the ISA, we are interested
in identifying structures that improve the performance of speciﬁc applications, such as software pipelines, new instructions, and specialized data
types.
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